Fuzzy logic and control: principal approach and potential applications in medicine.
During the last few years intelligent machines appeared in nearly all technical areas, such as consumer electronics, robotics, and industrial control systems. There are for example washing machines that work very effectively, need comparably less power than in the past, and have short execution times because they adjust their washing cycles to each set of clothes and change their washing strategies as the clothes become clean. These intelligent systems are based on fuzzy control strategies, i.e., common sense rules are used to describe a system's behavior instead of complex mathematical models. We have applied this new technology to control problems as well as to reasoning problems in biomedical engineering where appropriate mathematical models could not be built due to the complexity of the problem. After a short introduction to the concepts of fuzzy logic two approaches in the field are described: a fuzzy control strategy for the pump rate adjustment of a novel total artificial heart and an intelligent alarm system based on fuzzy inference which supports the anesthetist in monitoring and evaluating the hemodynamic state of a patient undergoing cardiac surgery. These examples indicate the inherent reliability and stability of this technique in the field of complex dynamic systems. Such properties are highly significant especially in medical applications.